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Introduction
The post-WW2 international system revolves around the 

depopulation/globalization axis and has the United Nations as its neutral 
coordinating agency, the triumphant Allied Powers as its political and 
military enforcement agents, and ‘mutual coercion mutually agreed 
upon’ as its operating principle.  Fundamentally, this system deals 
with mankind’s existential problems, which are international security 
prerogatives that trump all other prerogatives and are consequently 
being accomplished through extrajudicial methods because failure to 
accomplish them would spell the end of human civilization.   

Since its inception in 1945, the depopulation program has proceeded 
covertly and by deception while the globalization program has proceeded 
overtly and by coercion, as detailed in Peace without Poison, Survival 
or Extinction, Killing Us Softly, Chemical and Biological Depopulation 
and Depop Secrets [1-5]. The depopulation program tames and limits 
the instinct to procreate and the globalization program addresses the 
instinct to survive. While globalization enables the sharing of vital 
natural resources across the world for the sake of combatting extreme 
poverty and eventually creating universal prosperity – and to this end 
crafts policies that address the uneven distribution of resources across 
the planet and displace control over them from national to transnational 
bodies – depopulation enables the balancing of people and resources 
for the sake of preserving international peace and averting nuclear war, 
conserving non-renewable resources and the environment for future 
generations and creating a sustainable civilization and to this end 
imposes sacrifices on every human being.  

The depopulation program seeks to stabilize the global population 
at a sustainable level, which given the current per capita ecological 
footprint has been calculated to be 4.3 billion (refer Overshoot Index), 
by imperceptibly subverting fertility to sub-replacement level (i.e., 
fewer than 2.1 children per women) and increasing morbidity and 
mortality to levels that are higher than the birth rate so the population 
of any given country gradually decreases to optimal levels – that is 
to say to levels that can be sustained in perpetuity with renewable 
natural resources without destroying the planet’s life support systems 
by transgressing planetary boundaries – at which point births will be 
limited and deaths managed so they are in perfect balance at 10 each for 
every 1000 citizens and life expectancy will be limited at 70 to 75 years 
during the critical fourth and fifth stages of the demographic transition 
(the transition from high birth and death rates to low birth and death 
rates and thus from a growing to a stable population) when there are 
too few working people to bear the economic burden of the old [6-10].

Because the rights to live and breed are fundamental and inalienable, 
governments, in collusion with the UN and its agencies, bypass the rule 
of law and blindside democratic checks and balances to wage a war of 
attrition against the global population through covert chemical and 
biological means that aim to subvert fertility, promote mortality and 
limit longevity and through psychosocial and economic methods that 
subvert the family structure so as to keep families few and small, all the 
while preserving the illusion of legality and legitimacy despite violating 
the Genocide Convention [11].  

To accomplish this, national and international authorities, both 
secular and religious, hide their geopolitical intentions behind plausible 
deniability and impose genocide through false research, misleading 

news, the compartmentalization of knowledge, hierarchical governing 
structures, secrecy, manufactured consent and judicial protection thus 
turning medicine and public health into handmaidens of genocide, 
individual nations into de facto concentration camps, the entire planet 
into a theater of war, and every human being on the planet into a target, 
a victim and a beneficiary [12].  

The ethical boundaries for this global genocide are set by religious 
authorities, which currently permit the involuntary sterilization of 
the masses only while healing or preventing disease (refer paragraph 
15 in encyclical Humanae Vitae: On the Regulation of Birth) [13]. 
Secular authorities work within the ethical parameters set by religious 
authorities and the military-industrial complex conceives and applies 
the methods of depopulation by adulterating the basic elements of life: 
water, food, beverages, cosmetic and consumer products – and most 
recently the air also – so that no one escapes the depopulation regime.

The consequences of this system are grave and tragic as witnessed 
by the fact that the demographic transition (the euphemism used for 
the depopulation program) has caused the epidemiological transition, 
that is to say the protracted and covert mass poisoning of the masses 
through the basic elements of life for the sake of limiting fertility and 
longevity has caused the epidemic of non-communicable diseases 
that have displaced infectious diseases as the primary killer of the 
global population, and have also damaged the genetic and intellectual 
endowment of mankind as well as lowering the quality of life of billions 
of people and threatening mankind with extinction [14,15].  

Unable to change course because this system was designed to be 
impervious to challenge, governments are desperately trying to complete 
the stabilization and reduction of the global population through 
genocide by attempting to replace depopulation by covert chemical 
means with depopulation by mandatory immunization programs via 
vaccines that use the latest genetic knowhow to reprogram the human 
body to impede its own proper development of the reproductive system 
and to weaken the immune system with periodic vaccines so that no 
one lives to his or her natural end or dies from natural causes.    

The depopulation program is currently driven by the understanding 
that having come close to our planet’s maximum carrying capacity we 
have to stabilize the population in perpetuity and stabilize it at a level 
that is sustainable so the planet’s life support systems are not damaged 
in which case we would sow the seed of our own destruction [16]. 

This may be referred to as the third law of civilization building and is 
preceded by two others that have constituted the matrix of control across 
cultures for the past ten centuries, namely: (1) that you have to limit the 
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quantity of life to improve the quality and you must do it selectively to aid 
and accelerate the process of natural selection and improve the intelligence 
and genetic makeup of the stock; (2) and that you have to slow down 
population growth to remain within the technical ability of society to 
produce food and build infrastructure and you have to do it by any means 
necessary because failing to do it will have disastrous consequences. 

The law that currently governs the building of our civilization will 
be followed by a fourth and final law of civilization building, namely: 

That once a state of harmony is reached between civilization and 
nature all subsequent progress depends on society’s ability to reduce the 
number of people in direct but inverse proportion with the per capita 

Figure 1: The depopulation/globalization system model.
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increase in the consumption of resources and that this reduction has 
to be accomplished with everyone’s free and conscious collaboration. 
In other words, the more technologically advanced our civilization 
becomes the fewer people can be accommodated on planet earth and 
all people must contribute to mankind’s reduction in numbers to enable 
mankind’s ascension in level of civilization (Figure 1).
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